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Super Tasty, a Live Cabaret/Talk Show, Delivers Fun and Discourse About Sex 

 
Billed as “a sexy new spin on infotainment,” the inclusive cabaret/talk show SUPER TASTY 
brings audiences the latest on the wide world of sex and pleasure. The two-hour monthly show, 
which debuted Oct. 10 at Stage 773 to a sell-out crowd, features interviews, performance, toy 
demos, panel Q&As, and more. 
 
Irreverent performer and sex educator Karen Yates interviews experts on a variety of sexual 
topics. Each show features local panelists discussing current sex and relationship issues and 
answering questions from the audience. Show-and-tell with sex toy purveyors and other expert 
demonstrators form an ongoing segment. Burlesque/boylesque, storytellers, and other artists 
provide high-quality entertainment. The show is inclusive, and covers a range of topics, 
including those specific to LGBTQIA, kink, and differently abled communities. 
 
“There’s a lot of shame about sex and our bodies. Many people feel isolated about their sexual 
desires, preferences, and pleasures—or don’t know how to overcome the obstacles they 
encounter to get their needs met,” said Yates, who is also Super Tasty’s executive producer. “I 
decided to create the show because I love talking about sex and I thought it would be fun to get 
folks in a room together and normalize the conversation. Plus, doing cabaret-style segments 
anywhere from five to fifteen minutes long mean we can have a little something for everyone 
each show.” 
 
Yates has been in the Chicago performance scene for close to twenty years, working as a 
director, actor, writer, and producer and creating multidisciplinary work. “I’d always been 
interested in the topic of sexuality, and also the body-mind connection. This led me to somatic 
sex education, which is about helping people come back to their bodies in a more wholistic 
way.”  
 
Super Tasty at Stage 773, 1225 W. Belmont, Chicago. Next shows: Thurs. Nov. 8, 7:30pm and 
Friday, Dec. 14 at 8pm. Tickets, $22.50-$23.  www.stage773.com/show/supertasty 
Wheelchair accessible. Sponsored by Rebellious Magazine for Women and Quadrant Motors. 
 
Schedule: 
Nov. 8: STUFF ‘N STUFFING –burlesque performances by Jean Wildest and P NoNoire and 
storyteller The Dutchman; interview with Mel Leverich from the Leather Archives & Museum 
and Jessica Linke, researcher on historical fetish costumes; panel on HOW DO I LIVE MY 
FANTASY? featuring Mx. Maya, education coordinator for Twisted Tryst, Caitlin Victorious, sex 
and relationship coach, and Brandon Haydon, sex-positive psychotherapist; experience DIY kink 
in the “Kinky Kitchen” with Dom Peter, Chicago kinkster. 

https://www.facebook.com/leatherarchives/
https://www.facebook.com/caitlinvneal


Last Month’s line-up: 
Oct. 10: VARIETY PACK—Interview with Shawn Coleman, professional cuddler. Panel on WHAT 
IS SEX? featuring Jera Brown, sex writer for Rebellious Magazine, Caitlin V Neal, sex and 
relationship coach, and Dom Peter, a Chicago kinkster. Performances by Po’ Chop, Billie 
Arizona, and storyteller David Fink. Sex Toy demo with Eros Fine Goods.  
 
 


